GETTING STARTED:

1. A Host FPGA Board that is Low Pin Count FMC Capable along with Ethernet Cables are required to run your Network FMC.

2. We suggest the use of the UltraZed-3EG in conjunction with the UltraZed-EG PCIe Carrier Card as your Host FPGA for Network FMC development. ultrazed.org/product/ultrazed-EG

3. Reference designs using the recommended equipment can be found on the Reference Design Page for the UltraZed-EG + PCIe Carrier Card. ultrazed.org/support/design/17956/141

4. Additional reference material in regards to the Network FMC can be found at the Network FMC accessory page. avnet.me/fmc-network1

5. Time Sensitive Network (TSN) compliant. For additional information please view avnet.me/fmc-network1-tsn
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